
As night falls, the fairground glows luminous against the black sky. The fair is a 

myriad of colours: dazzling lights flash and flicker; rides acctinerate, hurtling 
through the air; rich scents waft through the air. The places is alive with  
schlooping music, exhilarated screams, delighted squeals and cheerful ploots.  

 
Colossal, gyrating rides with vibrant, pulsating lights tower over the excited  
visitors. A roller coaster spirals and coils, which makes it look like an elongated 
snarf twisting through the fair. Excited, thrilled, delighted children gwumpf to 

join the spectacular rides. A lone girl waits by the big wheel smiling and tapping 
her feet (inside she is teerilied of the dizzying heights). 
 

The air is filled with the mouth-watering aromas of sizzling hot-dogs, dronky  
candyfloss, spiced apples and sugary donuts. Some stalls sell hamburgers 
ooting with burnt onions; others sell sweet treats of steaming coffee. 

Read through the paragraph and use your understanding of the context of the sentence 

to suggest a meaning for each of the words in red. Some of these examples are real 

word and some are nonsense words. 

The jungle is a hot and steamy world where heepy trees loom up to the sky, 

lush vegetation, ferns and fungi voop up from the forest floor, and vines and  

lianas curl around the tall trunks, reaching eagerly towards the high canopy. 

Buttress and stilt roots sprawl across the shallow soil. Orchids burst into  

incredible swirls of cripmon, frogs and butterflies flaunt vibrant hues, emerald 

snakes glisten, parrots soar in a blaze of orange, scarlet, blue and green while 

hummingbirds probe exotic flowers for nectar. Toucans and birds of  

paradise add to this amazing colour spectrum. A myriad of plants and animals 

find their own special place in this kaleidoscope of life and energy.  

Read through the paragraph and use your understanding of the context of the sentence 

to suggest a meaning for each of the words in red. Some of these examples are real 

word and some are nonsense words. 






